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Brazil: Without a coherent national
PV policy, regions have kicked off
their own solar initiatives. Page 48

Cell testing: China’s shift towards
automation is spurring advances in
cell-testing tools. Page 58

Inverters: Lux Research assesses the
impact on inverters as cost pressures
extend further downstream. Page 70
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Research to slash BOS costs
BOS hardware: Fostered in large part by the U.S. Department of Energy’s SunShot
program, several new projects are expected to begin commercialization by year’s end
with promises of up to 75% combined balance of system cost reduction.
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R&D and industrial initiatives are seeking to
bring balance of system hardware costs down
significantly. PanelClaw’s new rooftop solution,
for instance, includes only three components:
support, wind deflector, and claw.

Multiplier effect of BOS savings
Importantly, the cost savings in BOS
hardware also have a multiplier effect
in terms of diminishing soft BOS costs.
“BOS hardware cost reductions are synergistic; if you make one BOS hardware
component better, it has an effect in other
areas. Everything in a PV system is interconnected and there is a wide-ranging
effect when you improve the BOS hardware,” says Matthew Feinstein of Lux
Research, in New York. “Balance of systems costs are in developers’ cross hairs
as the pressure to reduce costs extends
downstream. Incremental cost reductions from racking and mounting, coupled with innovative system electronics changes, will accelerate system cost
reductions and help reduce LCOE,” Feinstein wrote in the report, The Squeeze:
Trends in Solar Balance of Systems.
The SunShot program
Minh Le, the Director of the Solar Energy
Technologies Office within the EERE,
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A whirlwind of both academic and
industrial PV research and development
is bringing balance of system (BOS)
hardware costs down significantly, with
both direct and indirect impact on BOS
soft costs. This is critical to overall U.S.
residential and commercial system cost
reduction, since BOS soft costs now represent nearly two thirds of the overall
costs.
Fostered in large part by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s SunShot program, within the Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy (EERE), several new projects are expected to begin
commercialization by year’s end with
promises of up to 75% combined BOS
cost reduction.
Other analysts, supported by the SunShot program, have studied the differences between BOS hardware installation costs in the United States and in
Germany, and have found a variety of
opportunities to bring down both BOS
hardware and soft costs.

helps manage and balance the portfolio of Research, Development, Demonstration and Deployment programs that
are tailored to achieve national SunShot goals, which include a $0.06/kWh
cost target for utility-scale PV by 2020.
To help reach that goal, the SunShot program is promoting projects to achieve an
ambitious 75% BOS cost reduction by the
end of this decade.
“In terms of a residential installation,
Georgia Tech has pointed out that it costs
49 cents per installed watt in the United
States, while in Germany it is more like
18 cents a watt,” Le says. “A number of
factors contribute to this difference, but
a lot turns out to be the best practices of
skilled technicians in Germany, where
there is a more developed market, and
there are more installs per person in an
average week; they’ve learned to be more
efficient,” explains Minh Le.
SunShot seems to operate like an
aggressive venture capital fund. “There
are a number of BOS projects in the portfolio, the first of which we called BOS-X
in 2011; Georgia Tech is in that program
along with companies like Raymond
Tinnerman, Zep Solar and Cascade,” Le
says. Close to 60 awards have been made
under SunShot, within which BOS hardware and soft cost reductions are both
targeted.
This year the EERE has increased its
budget request to $357 million, which is
an increase of 25% from 2013. Since the
SunShot technology incubator program
was launched in 2007, $104 million in
government funds for all programs has
leveraged more than $1.7 billion in venture capital and private equity investment, demonstrating a ratio of nearly
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Rethinking the standard
“Standardization of BOS hardware has
very significant opportunities,” Le suggests. “There are opportunities for market segmentation and differentiation. In
the move toward a much larger global
market, we will see different form factors
emerge, like the residential panel work by
Smash Solar (a SunShot awardee). And
in utility installations, we will move
to larger and larger modules, because
machinery like robots will help install
them,” he says, citing another recent
award for the development of a panelhoisting robot by Brittmore Group, based
in San Jose, California.
Smash Solar plans to begin production in 2015 of its unusual interlocking
module housing made of mold-injected
engineered plastic, thanks to a November 2013 SunShot grant of $500,000, says
Troy Tyler, Founder and CEO of the company, based in El Cerrito, California. “We
can reduce the cost of hardware with preassembly in the factory, reduce the number of parts in field, as well as design,
management, logistics and installation
costs,” he says.
“We don’t custom build windows in the
field, or custom build computers in the
office, so why do it with solar systems?”
says Tyler. “When the snap-together
Smash module comes out of the box, no
other parts are required to install it on a
roof,” he explains.
Fewer parts means faster installs. “We
did a benchmark installation of a standard frame module and ours side by side,
and it took three people 44 minutes to
install four standard frame modules into
a junction box ready for an electrician,”
says Tyler. “Then we trained the same
crew for 30 minutes on our module, and
on the second run they installed the panels in 18.5 minutes, more than twice as
fast,” he says.
Currently the Smash module weight
is no more than a standard metal frame
unit, but the company may produce
lighter versions soon.
“We see an opportunity for lighter
modules in the Japanese market,” notes
Tyler.
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$18 in subsequent private sector support
for every $1 of federal support, touts the
agency. “On a per capita basis, our investment in solar research is lower than in
some countries, but it is higher in aggregate value,” Le says.

The SunNet mounting system by A+ Sun Systems. The company’s first high tension wire racking system
in California will be installed on an unusually shaped roof with limited options for anchor points.

Research promises cost cuts
Another SunShot awardee making promising BOS hardware cost reduction progress is the team led by John Goodman, a
senior research engineer at Georgia Tech
Research Institute (GTRI), in Atlanta.
His team plans to have three new BOS
hardware pilot installations completed by
year’s end. “We’ve hit the SunShot 75%
reduction goal in the cost of mounting
and racking and hardware, and the associated installation labor,” says Goodman.
The first of their three projects is targeted at utility-scale installations, and
involves a new space frame, or 3D truss
that eliminates connecting hardware for
the three intersecting bars.
“There have been several designs out
there trying to reduce material with this
basic design, but in those cases, the cost
of the connectors became prohibitive,”
Goodman says.
The second project involves flat commercial roof applications. “We did time
and motion analysis of installers on roofs
and then designed a system that eliminates tools on the roof for the scope of
racking and module connecting, and
also eliminates small parts,” Goodman explains. “One module component
comes to the roof, is self-registering with
other components, and clicks into place.
The coinventor calls it the ‘Anaconda’
– it’s not just about technology, it’s the
movement,” he says.
The third project is for residential
applications, and involves a system that
primarily hangs from the ridge to reduce
common joist misalignment problems
that arise in stick-built homes. “We
took a look at the full installation process from the time a truck pulls up, to
the completion of stringing and tying
into an inverter. Our time and motion

studies revealed a number of stress
points here in the United States; then we
compared the process analysis in Germany,” Goodman says. “Our pre-panelized arrays are assembled in the factory
and then mounted on the roof,” he notes.
“Assembling the panels to one another in
the factory, where they are upside down,
is a game changer in productivity for several steps, including wire management,”
he says.
The GTRI team also is developing a
project for a future roll-out that involves
pultruded laminates rather than metal
and glass to form a solar panel. “A standard metal frame and the glass each
provide so much structural capacity,
it becomes redundant and inefficient,”
Goodman notes. The team is working
with fiber reinforced polymer pultrusion
expert Strongwell, of Bristol, Virginia, to
develop the laminate.
Armed with patents to protect the new
developments, the GTRI team has lined
up commercial licensing partners to roll
out widespread sales of the first three
products.
“As a recipient of federal money we
were seeking to maximize the benefit to
taxpayers, the benefit to the market, and
the highest likelihood that the project
would increase domestic jobs. We used
those SunShot guidelines to pick our
licensee partners, who will be able to distribute to anybody, rather than just use
the products on their own jobs,” Goodman says.

Industrial upgrades
Industrial upgrades to BOS hardware
designs are also continuously taking
place thanks to intense commercial competition. Among leading U.S. mounting
and framing manufacturers, PanelClaw
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Breakout of total 2012 PV system prices with “other” soft costs highlighted
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in March released generation three of its
commercial rooftop solution, the Polar
Bear III, which includes only three components: the support, the wind deflector
and the claw. “We never bring out a new
version unless it reduces cost, which we
have done again,” says Costa Nicolaou,
CEO of the North Andover, Massachusetts-based, company.
“The real challenge is taking cost out
without sacrificing safety and reliability, and doing that is extremely costly
to prove. We have seven years of data to
bring to the table,” he offers.
“We have always focused both on product costs and on soft costs, and that is a
very large key to our success,” he surmises. “It is easy to develop a cheap racking system; that’s why you see so many
racking companies. But it is extremely
hard to develop a system that is proven
to last 25 years. There are only a few companies in the world doing that,” he adds.
“Nobody wants to buy a bad racking company, so M&A is not the likely route for
industry consolidation in this segment,”
he says. PanelClaw has sold 2.5 million

Smash Solar’s interlocking module housing made
of mold-injected engineered plastic.
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modules worth of racking around the
world. The United States represents more
than 2.2 million of that figure.
One European manufacturer of
mounting systems that is bringing fresh
design to the U.S. market is A+ Sun Systems, based in San Bonifacio, Italy. The
company’s first high tension wire rope
racking system in California will be
installed on an unusually shaped roof
with limited options for anchor points to
support a PV array.
“The reason many of our installations
win out over conventional racking is not a
question of cost but rather mere feasibility,” says Alberto Di Gaetano, the Managing Director of the company. “Considering the savings of our system – no ballast,
zero or almost zero membrane drilling,
super-fast installation, and one third the
weight of traditional mounting systems
– an installer can save up to 40% of their
total costs,” he says.
The A+ design permits arrays over
arched roofs, down steep grades of terrain, over obstacles, and they can be
attached vertically on structures like
silos. For commercial flat roofs with limited static load reserve to support solar
panels, the wire rope system has the
advantage of imparting little over 10 kilograms of weight per square meter compared to 15 kg/m2 for systems requiring
drilling, or compared to over 30 kg/m2
for aerodynamic systems on a 10 degree
slope, or to about 65 kg/m2 for systems
on a 30 degree slope requiring ballast, the
company indicates. Overall, the A+ support system represents only one third of
the total PV system weight – with panels representing the other two thirds of

the weight. In contrast, the traditional
PV racking systems requiring ballast
for the sloped roofs can be six times as
much weight as the panels, Di Gaetano
indicates.
Another mounting system company offering an innovative solution
to the U.S. market is Daetwyler Clean
Energy, of Huntsville, North Carolina,
which is offering a new generation of its
Modu-Rack.
It features a single-point soil anchoring system, based on a vertical underground anchor rod with a broad helix
tip. “It is ideal for all soil conditions and
is unmatched in loose sandy conditions,”
says Bill Taylor, the President of the company, a unit of the Daetwyler Group,
based in Bleienbach, Switzerland.
A variety of BOS hardware sources
pointed to the October 2013 acquisition
of innovative rack maker Zep Solar by
mega-installer SolarCity for $158 million as evidence of the value of innovative BOS design in a total system cost.
Zep, which was one of the early SunShot awardees, initially developed racking attachment hardware that has since
been emulated by multiple manufacturers. “Zep is a major advance for SolarCity in terms of project throughput,”
surmises Feinstein. “After the Zep acquisition there is an apparent vacuum in the
market, so now there is an opportunity to
fill that space,” one BOS hardware maker
reckons.

Hardware and soft costs
Standardization of BOS hardware has
been identified by analysts at the U.S.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
of Golden, Colorado, as a prime mechanism for lowering both hardware and
soft costs.
“We have already seen a drop in BOS
hardware costs but there are further
opportunities for cost reduction through
BOS hardware integration,” says Barry
Friedman, a senior energy analyst within
the Market and Policy Impact Analysis
Group in NREL’s Strategic Energy Analysis Center.
Friedman was the lead author in
NREL’s October 2013 study, Benchmarking Non-Hardware Balance-ofSystem (Soft) Costs for U.S. Photovoltaic
Systems, Using a Bottom-Up Approach
and Installer Survey – Second Edition.
This study showed that total hardware
costs for residential and commercial PV
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U.S. and German rooftop installations compared
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“Pre-install” includes travel, on-site and off-site preparation. “Racking & mounting” includes racking
preparation (base and rail preparation, base and rail attachment, other hardware installation), module
preparation & installation. “Electrical” includes on-roof home run installation, grounding installation,
combiner box installation; and off-roof electrical equipment and inverter installation, conduit
installation, disconnect installation. “Non-production” includes meals & breaks, clean-up, unavoidable
delay and avoidable delay.

systems was just under $2.00 per watt
installed.
NREL’s recipe for achieving SunShot
goals of a 75% reduction in BOS costs
– including both hardware and soft elements – were released in an August 2013
report: Non-Hardware (“Soft”) CostReduction Roadmap for Residential and
Small Commercial Solar Photovoltaics,
2013 – 2020.
This report observed that “Standard
PV system designs that do not need to be
custom-designed for each prospective
customer can reduce system design engineering labor hours. PV system designs
can be standardized around common
housing or building stock and adapted
to specific building and site parameters
if needed. This reduces duplicative design
work for similar sites. Standard designs
also help reduce associated hardware/
equipment costs by allowing for a standard bill of materials for hardware and
greater economies of scale on hardware
purchases.
Standard system designs are more
prevalent in the commercial sector than
in the residential sector because the common flat commercial rooftop makes a
better palate for standard designs than
the diverse roofing configurations and
surfaces seen in the residential market.”
This prescriptive NREL study also
identified the need for specific component standardization: “An undefined cost
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reduction opportunity likely includes
more equipment standardization,
reduced through-roof penetrations, and
installation labor-efficiency gains due to
experience. For example, industry representatives have suggested that standardizing module dimension (akin to standardized lumber dimensions) would reduce
installation labor by reducing on-the-job
design costs and hardware selection, generally streamlining installs. Additional
plausible standardization contingent
upon standardized module dimensions
include standardizing the junction box
placement, cable harness, and mounting
scheme. Reduced through-roof penetration could be achieved by an increase in
standing seam metal roofs, particularly
on new build homes. Adjustment to current regulations could also allow systems
to be secured to clay tile roofs via roof
clamps – a practice currently employed
in Germany.”

U.S.-German cost differences
Two organizations that have studied
the cost differences for BOS hardware
between the United States and Germany
are the Rocky Mountain Institute, based
in Snowmass, Colorado, and the Georgia
Tech Research Institute.
These two jointly tapped a SunShot
grant to research the differences in U.SGerman BOS costs. In a report published
in December 2013 – Reducing Solar PV

Soft Costs – researchers found that the
average German BOS hardware installation cost was only $0.04 per watt, while
the U.S. cost was $0.16.
Among ways RMI suggested to reduce
U.S. BOS hardware installation costs
were: an adoption of technologies and
processes that enable one-day installations; overhauling the racking base
installation process; use of standardized
systems that reduce the need for one-off
engineering and design work; innovating all AC-related electrical activities;
and eliminating several non-value-add
activities typical to the U.S. installation
process.”
RMI coauthor Koben Calhoun
explains some of the aforementioned
trans-Atlantic cost difference in terms of
standardization, both of materials and of
codes: “What we saw on-site in Germany
is that certain components – like metal
conduit and grounding mechanisms –
aren’t required as they are in the United
States, which reduces their BOS hardware
and install costs,” he says. “Our National
Electric Code and other fire codes require
more components, and add to the total
cost,” he says. “German residential PV
systems appear to be simpler, moving
from shingle to tile roofs with the same
components, so there is less variation,
which works back up the supply chain,”
he explains.

BOS code standardization
While PanelClaw is not a SunShot
awardee yet, it has proposed a project
to help standardize the Gordian knot of
U.S. codes and standards for PV mounting and racking equipment, says Nicolaou. “One reason why German racking
cost is lower is because they don’t have
the same level of codes and standards as
we do; when a commercial rooftop system is installed in Germany, no permit
is issued, no wind tunnel test stamping
is required, and no inspector goes up on
the roof,” he observes.
Others agree that the large number of
disparate U.S. BOS codes and standards
yield complexity and variation unlike the
single standard in Germany. “There are
18,000 jurisdictions across this country
for permits, so for an installer operating
across city, county and state lines, it can
be a real challenge,” says Le. “It doesn’t
have to be like that; in Germany it is
much more simple,” he adds. S


Charles W. Thurston
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In the last issue of
pv magazine (April
2014) we reported on
how the Wavelabs LED
cell tester was evaluated
in Hanwha Q Cells’ production line in Thalheim, Germany. In the
article we interviewed
xenon flasher manufacturer, Halm, and analyzed both the case for

xenon and the case for LEDs as the light
source.
The editors at pv magazine apologize, for
we mistakenly published an error regarding the light spectra on the x-axis of the
graph. To the left is the corrected graph as
it should have been published last issue.
The amended graph shows the xenon
spectrum is unfiltered. It is part of the
flasher manufacturer’s expertise to use
filters to make the spectrum more similar to the standard spectrum.

the total PV system weight. We apologize for this error. In fact, the A+ tensile
structure represents only one third of traditional mounting system weight, says
Alberto Di Gaetano, the company MD,

and does not use ballast. These two factors combined allow installation on weak
roofs with the advantage of zero (or very
little) roof membrane drilling. This is
possible on flat, sloped and round roofs.
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Correction

Research to slash BOS costs
pv magazine, April 2014 issue, article
titled, Research to slash BOS costs, p. 68:
Last issue, pv magazine erroneously
stated that the A+ mounting system from
A+ Sun Systems represented one third of
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